
Sanaz Sohrabi’s work is composed with visual material drawn from the archives of  
British Petroleum, consulted over the course of her doctoral research and artistic practice.  
Through careful juxtaposition of documents and the reconstruction of historical narratives, 
Sohrabi proposes that the camera is an extension of oil’s extractive infrastructure,  
especially during colonial periods in countries such as Iran and Burma. The camera  
documents a gradual accumulation by geological survey teams of knowledge about that  
which lies beneath the surface of the earth, but it also makes the land and its people visible 
within the frame established by BP as a colonial agent. People no longer live in the spaces 
captured by photographic technologies; they populate the surface of rocks saturated  
with petroleum.

Central to Sohrabi’s presentation is a new film commissioned for the exhibition entitled  
Scenes of Extraction |                        , which depicts the early exploration of Iran’s oil 
concession to BP signed in 1901 alongside images of the construction of Iran’s first national 
railroad and documentation from exploration sites in colonial Burma. In one scene, for example, 
the artist makes two archival photographs from the 1930s collide. The first depicts a large 
open workshop with roughly a hundred Iranian men busy at various worktables. Some of the 
figures look up at the camera and some continue with their tasks, giving the impression  
of a staged group portrait. Everyone is busy producing the hundreds of thousands of railroad 
ties necessary for the Trans-Iranian railway. In the next shot, Sohrabi cuts thirty of these 
workers out of their photographic context and layers them into a shot of the landscape through-
structured by the railroad’s newly laid parallel steel tracks. Her intervention imagines artisans 
transported to inspect the result with the same care they poured into forming the ties from  
raw wood in the workshop. 

As Sohrabi explains in the voiceover, the railway was the first major infrastructure project  
to be completed using oil revenue paid to the state by BP. Its construction was carefully  
documented by the Iranian government and represented to the public as proof that foreign 
control over parts of the national territory was necessary part of nationalist modernization. 
Sohrabi’s shift from BP’s use of exploratory technology to the Iranian government’s use  
of the camera reveals a continuum between BP and Iran nationalism. The project of  
modernization implicates both in the transformation of perceptions of extraction. 
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Sanaz Sohrabi, Scenes of Extraction |                          , 2023, still, film essay, 
43 min, Canada/Iran. Image reproduced with the permission of BP p.l.c.  
and the artist.
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Several archival elements deployed in the exhibition extend this continuum, such as film 
footage shot through a camera designed specifically to descend into oil wells to check 
structural integrity, scientifically annotated photographs of a “borehole” camera prototype  
made for the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company in 1935, images of the cinema room, and a large 
photographic installation manned by two Iranian technicians. Sohrabi foregrounds visual 
infrastructures as manifestations of an extractive aesthetic, rather than as mechanical tools. 
The oil-well camera footage is especially remarkable in this sense, as it manifests an ultimate 
fantasy about the penetration of the land by visual technologies. In one clip from the 1980s, 
the camera pans along the shaft of the spear-like insertion apparatus. Then the scene cuts  
to a video editing suite, where a man’s hand is shown pushing a videotape into a machine, 
bringing to light the camera’s slow descent into the oil well. Produced by Halliburton— 
an American multinational corporation specializing in hydraulic fracking technology and 
operations worldwide—the video represents the conclusion of Sohrabi’s representation  
of colonial visuality through the development of the camera. The deeper the camera goes,  
the more total its logic becomes in terms of an imagination of territory. 

Sohrabi’s installation remains focused on the structure of the image produced by this logic, 
rather than the evidentiary quality of the archive—a fact clearly demonstrated by the large 
colour reproduction documenting the use of a geo-camera at the entrance to the exhibition.  
The image was first published in a promotional magazine using offset printing matrices. 
Sohrabi reproduces it in her installation at a scale close to that of the body to render this 
structural texture. Imposing and enigmatic, the photograph stages the collapse between 
landscape, oil exploration, and the camera. The vivid colour contrast was intended for a mass 
print medium; by reproducing it at this scale, Sohrabi denaturalizes the medium’s aesthetic 
conventions. By systematically folding the photographic image together with apparatus  
and juxtaposing infrastructure and the body at key historical junctures, Sohrabi renders  
the construction of extraction’s imaginary—she makes it palpable and strange.

Natasha Marie Llorens
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These oil magazines have been published by different oil institutes in Iran 
after the nationalization of the oil industry in 1951. Since 2017, the artist 
has been collecting, cataloguing, and organizing a growing collection of oil 
publications that form an inventory of the visual cultures of resource 
extraction in Iran.

From left to right: 
A special promotional magazine titled Oil Industry in Iran aiming to present 
the Iranian oil industry during the 6th World Petroleum Congress.  
Published by the Iranian Petroleum Institute in English, 1963. 

An annual review publication titled Iranian Oil Industry.  
Published in English and Farsi by the National Iranian Oil Company, 1964.

A special edition titled Petroleum Industry in Iran.  
Published by the Iranian Petroleum Institute In English, 1975.

Taken in a cinema projection room that belonged to the Anglo-Iranian  
Oil Company, this photograph was part of a larger photo album that 
contained hundreds of photographs depicting various social amenities 
offered in the Iranian oil towns. Cinemas became one of the prominent 
features of the media infrastructure of British Petroleum during its oil 
operations in West Asia and continued to remain as one of the most 
prominent modes of public engagement and media productions after the 
nationalization of the oil industry in Iran. Location unknown, estimate date: 
1948-49.

British Petroleum Archives, ARC180498_941 

This photograph is part of an album titled Photographs on Geophysical 
Exploration and Seismic Survey Operations in Southwest Persia. The album 
depicted different geophysical instruments and survey camp sites across 
Southwestern Iran. This photographic recorder is one of the earliest 
examples of the devices used in reflection seismography. The photo album 
was a private gift to the BP Archives and the photographers are not known. 
Estimate date: 1920–30.

British Petroleum Archives, ARC33604_009

The full set-up for reflection seismography, as depicted inside a survey  
tent. This photograph also belongs to the photo album “Photographs on 
Geophysical Exploration and Seismic Survey Operations in Southwest 
Persia.” Estimate date: 1920–30.

British Petroleum Archives, ARC33604_007
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A photographic sheet that annotates the recording instrument used in 
reflection seismography. This sheet was inside an envelope and part  
of a folder titled “The Applications of Seismic Methods For Oil Prospecting  
in South Iran.” Published in 1937.

British Petroleum Archives, ARC45232

Scenes of Extraction |                           , 2023, essay film, 43 min, 
5-channel surround sound, Canada/Iran

Image reproduced from the special issue oil magazine titled Story of Oil, 
published by the National Iranian Oil Company in 1963. The image depicts 
a geological survey party collecting surface information near Shiraz province.

This looped video downloaded from YouTube shows the digital footage  
of a contemporary “bore camera” descending inside an oil well to capture 
earth surface structures and rock fissures for instructional purposes.  
Date unknown. 

This archival sheet contains four photographs of a camera prototype made 
for the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company. Initially named a “borehole camera,”  
this oil well camera was commissioned by the company to a Dutch geologist 
named Dr. Reinhold. Reinhold had previously invented a preliminary camera 
to go inside wells in the mid 1920s. This camera device was designed  
to carry a 35 mm film inside an oil well, had an electric system for flash,  
and a water system to clean the lens so an image could be captured from 
the inside of the earth. 

Due to technical difficulties the camera was not used in commercial levels 
but it serves as one of the early examples of oil well cameras ever invented, 
serving as a prelude to current models used in extractive industries.  
Date: September, 1935.

British Petroleum Archives, ARC42351

This 35 mm negative sheet shows the sample photographs taken from  
the earth’s surface by the oil well camera prototype. This sheet was sent  
to the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company in 1935 by Dr. Reinhold. The negative 
sheet was shown to the oil company officials as it is on view here;  
this image is only a replication of the original archive. 

The artist found this negative sheet along with other test photographs 
inside an envelope by chance at the BP Archives. The folder that contained 
the envelope was titled “Borehole Camera.” Date: September, 1935.

British Petroleum Archives, ARC42351
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